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Trend For Rattan Furniture Continues To Grow

Ten-fold increase in rattan furniture web traffic to www.ModernLiving.co

Bury St Edmunds, England (PRWEB UK) 27 February 2013 -- The home improvement trend for naturalistic
furniture and colour palettes has been swelling over the past couple of years and new data shows it is
continuing to grow.

The number of visitors to rattan furniture specialists Modern Living has increased ten-fold over the last twelve
months, driving the burgeoning market leader to increase its range to over 200 pieces. It is now one of the
largest providers of rattan furniture in the country.

CEO of Modern Living Phil Malone explained:

“We’ve seen a massive boost in interest for rattan furniture and we’ve significantly increased our range to meet
that demand. With house prices yet to recover, British homeowners are concentrating on improving their
property instead of trading it in for a new one, so there is a lot of renewed interest in following the latest
trends.”

“Keeping our prices low for high-end furniture has really been the winning formula for us, because so many
people are looking to invest in their homes, but do not want to pay the sky high prices at which the top designs
usually sell.”

Modern Living provides unique rattan furniture for both interiors and gardens, including bedroom, living room
and dining room pieces, as well as luxury patio and balcony designs.

Interior design specialist Autumn Beirne believes that providing rattan furniture for both the inside and outside
of properties is one of the main selling points for the website.

She explained:

“Blurring the lines between the outdoors and indoors is really in vogue right now, as homeowners are making
the most of the space they have got by extending their interior design to their gardens.

“Picking natural materials like rattan for both the inside and outside of a property can be used to beautiful
effect, as the continuation of the theme between the two spaces creates the impression that the indoors is
spilling into the natural world and vice versa.”

Modern Living now stocks an extensive range of coffee tables, chairs, dining sets, beds, daybeds, television
units and outdoor accessories. All of its products are handpicked by design specialists, creating the sharp
cutting-edge image that is propelling the company into the interior design limelight.

The influx of new customers are now being welcomed with a special 50% sale on selected items, for a limited
period only.
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Modern Living is an importer of fine furniture sold directly to the public at the cheapest possible price.
Everything is sold from stock, which allows us to keep to our five-day delivery guarantee. Our products include
living room, bedroom, dining room and outdoor sets and we mostly specialise in rattan, however, our gloss-
finished designs are also drawing interest. http://modern-living.co
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Contact Information
Philip Malone
Modern Living
http://modern-living.co/
0161 6811480

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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